ISSS serves all international students, scholars, faculty, and staff sponsored by Wake Forest University:

- Providing immigration advice and support;
- Monitoring compliance with visa regulations;
- Advocating for the international population and;
- Enhancing acclimation to life in the U.S.

**ACTIVE STUDENTS AT WFU CAMPUS**

**1006 ENROLLED & OPT**

- 267 continuing undergraduates
- 224 new undergraduates
- 101 continuing graduates
- 247 new graduates
- 167 alumni on OPT

**TOP SENDING COUNTRIES**

- CHINA
- INDIA
- SAUDI ARABIA
- CANADA
- BRAZIL
- UNITED KINGDOM

**64 Countries represented at WFU**

**ISSS led Educational programming**

**EMPLOYMENT**

- 18 departments host int'l scholars

- OPT (Optional Practical Training)
- H-1B Scholars (Faculty/staff temporary employment visa)
- J-1 Scholars (Faculty/staff exchange visitor visa) *AWFBB

**GRADUATE SCHOOL ENROLLMENT**

- 177 business students
- 56 law students
- 76 arts & sciences students
- 39 medical students

**STAY CONNECTED WITH THE INTERNATIONAL STUDENT & SCHOLAR SERVICES (ISSS) TEAM**

iss@wfu.edu  Global Gazette newsletter  @issdeacs

**Fall 2021 ISSS Snapshot**

**267 continuing undergraduates**

**224 new undergraduates**

**101 continuing graduates**

**247 new graduates**

**167 alumni on OPT**

**14 Educational programming**

**20 undergraduate students deferred for 2022**

**10 graduate students deferred for 2022**

**ISSS serves on 28 committees**

(on campus, regional & national)